
Files Consider for Man in Doorway (supplement to Verb Chapter) 

(Folder 10/Box 7) 

2. Rosen to Belmont 2/3/’64 confirms that shirt LHO wore to work on 11/22 was 

the one he was arrested wearing. 

3. Confirms the above/shirt arrested in he wore to work on 11/22. Also 9. 

Confirms shirt he was arrested in was one he wore to work. Also 13. 

11. Speer page on how Givens was pressured to lie re: Oswald on 6" floor. Note 

who gave Sawyer Givens’ name. . .Was it Dt. Revill of intell squad??? 

12. Speer. .. notes that fibers found on K1 did not match with shirt LHO worethat 

day to work. Go back and review. 

13. Shelly affidavit. . .He says after assassination he started checking around and 

asked Truly where Oswald was... Staged. Why would he be focused on Oswald in 

the wake of what just took place? This is all staged to fit into the fiction that 

Oswald was the only one to leave the TSBD after the shooting. Also note that 

Oswald will tell SS agent Kelley that he was in front of TSBD and spoke with Shelly 

after the shooting. . . **** tie this in with Verb work. 

13A Speer.. .notes that Williams testified on 3/24/64 (3H161-184) notes that left 

the 6" floor at “approximately 12:20, maybe.” Note that WC will shift this to 

12:05 for obvious reasons. . . 

14. Review of Barry Ernest book..... | shifted this to the Specter v. Specter file. 

There are pages in there dealing with why Francis Adams dropped out of the WC 

after a month on the job. . . .Rankin’s disdain for Adams***** | have refilled this 

with “Specter v. Specter.” 

15. **** Key doc. Rankin requests Hoover to get Saturday Evening Post to get 

origi9nal negative of Oswald shirt & compare with WC’s Exhibit 150. See attached 

Speer pages.
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